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Introduction. Several authors ([3]—[10], inclusive; [I5])f have already

given generalized Lebesgue integrals for functions x(s) whose values lie in a

Banach space (P-space) 3c.f In the following pages another definition,§ based

on the linear functionals over 3c and on the ordinary Lebesgue integral, || will

be given and its properties and relationships to other integrals discussed.

We consider functions x(s) defined to a P-space X = [x] from an abstract

space S= [s] possessing both a c-field 2 of "measurable" sets having S as an

element and a non-negative bounded c.a. (completely additive) "measure"

function a(E) defined over 2. Notational conventions are as follows: 3c

denotes the P-space conjugate to 3c ([l], p. 188),/=/(x), g = g(x), • ■ ■ de-

note elements of 3c, and F = F(f), G = G(f), ■ ■ ■ elements of 3c, the conjugate

space of 3c; and for real-valued functions Greek letters will be used. When

the abstract functions x(s), y(s), • • ■ , or the real functions 4>(s), \p(s), ■ ■ ■

are considered as elements of a functional space, they will sometimes be

written x(:), y(:) or <f>(:), \f/(:). The "zero" element of 3c will be denoted by d.

The contents of the paper may be outlined as follows. The first section

compares measurability of functions under the strong and weak topologies

of 3c. The second defines the (3c) integral and utilizes an essential lemma, first

stated by Orlicz, to prove the complete additivity and absolute continuity

of the integral. The linear operations from Lp to 3c and from Ï to Lp defined

by integrable functions are investigated in §3, and these results are expressed

in terms of real-valued kernels in §7. Approximation and convergence theo-

rems occupy §4 and lead to §5 and the relationships between the (3c) integral

and the integrals given by other definitions. A few remarks on completely

continuous transformations and on differentiation account for §§6 and 8, re-

spectively, and four examples form §9. In conclusion a few open questions are

cited.

* Presented to the Society, March 27, 1937; received by the editors August 28, 1937.

t Numerals in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper.

% See [l]. The terminology used will be that of Banach's book.

§ Suggested to the author by E. J. McShane. The definition is also due to Dunford, Uniformity

in linear spaces, these Transactions, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 305-356. Also see [10], p. 50, footnote.

The author wishes to take this opportunity to express his gratitude to Professor McShane for

for his most kind and helpful criticism during the writing of this paper.

|| From the definition it will be evident that any integral for real-valued functions can be gen-

eralized in the same fashion.
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For reference purposes the following well known theorems concerning B-

spaces will be listed:*

A. Given a linear functional (an additive, continuous, real-valued function)

g(y) defined in a linear subset §) of 2E, there exists a linear functional f(x) defined

in H and such that f(y) =g(y), for y in §), and \\f\\ —\\g\\ where the norm of f is

taken over K. and that of g over §).

B. For every x0 in ï there is a linear functional f0(x) defined over ï and such

that |/o(a;o)| =|W|, and ||/0|| =1.

C. Given a sequence {xn\ of elements of ï, the closed linear hull (the closure

of the set of all finite linear combinations) of the xn's is a separable sub-B-space

of*.

1. Measurable and weakly measurable functions. A function x(s) from S

to X will be called a step-function if and only if x(s) is constant on each of a

finite number of disjoint measurable sets whose sum is S. As in Bochner [4],

x(s) is called measurable provided it is a.e. (almost everywhere) the strong

limit of a sequence of step-functions; a measurable function taking only a

countable number of distinct values will be said to be countably-valued. If

there exists a separable sub-P-space §) and a set S' such that a(S')=a(S)

and s in S' implies x(s) in g), then x(s) is separably-valued.

It is evident that a measurable function x(s) is also weakly measurable,

that is,/(jr(s)) is measurable ([2], p. 251) for every/in ï. The relationship

between measurability and weak measurability is given in the following theo-

rem:

Theorem 1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that x(s) be measurable

is that it be weakly measurable and separably-valued.

If x(s) is the limit a.e. of step-functions x„(s), then almost all of its values

lie in the separable closed linear hull (see C) of the denumerable set of values

of the functions xn(s); thus x(s) is separably-valued.

Now suppose x(s) is weakly measurable and, with no loss of generality,

that all the values of x(s) lie in a separable subspace 2).

The first conclusion is that ||a;(s)|| is measurable. Let {gi} be weakly dense

([1 ], p. 123) in the surface © of the unit sphere of §). If A =S[\\x(s)\\ ^a], and

4a5äS[|g(a'(s))l ^a] for each g in ©, then A =Il4„, where the product is

taken over g e ©. For if ||a;(j)]| i£a, then for any g in © we have ||g|| = 1 and

hence |g(.v(s))| îï||x(s)|| ^ a; and for the fixed element x(s)of S there is, by B, a

gin S such that ||x(j)|| = |f(x(s))|. Thus 4 =ri49 cTJ¿4Si, where the first

* The first two are Theorems 2 and 3, [l], p. 55.
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product is taken over ge®. The sequence {gi} being weakly dense, for any g

in © there is a subsequence {gi } such that gi (x)—*g(x) for every x in 3c;

thus if 5 is in Ü4,,,., then |g(x(j))| =lim¡|g/ (at(s))| ^a for each g in ©, so

that A =II^ö=ITi4»„ where the first product is taken over g e ©. From A

and the hypotheses on x(s), each setvl,,; is measurable, which implies measur-

ability for ||x(s)||.

If each x(s) is covered with an open l/«-sphere in separable ?), by Linde-

löf's theorem a countable set ^)in, (¿ = 1, 2, ■••,/,•■•), of these spheres

contains the set of functional values of x(s). If x¡„ is the center of ?),„, then

x(s) —Xin is weakly measurable and has all its values in g), so that \\x(s) — x,„||

is measurable. Hence the set Ein composed of all s having x(s) in f)¡„ is a meas-

urable set, and ^2{Ei%=S. If x„(s)=xin for 5 in Efn = Ein— X^lJP,-,,, then

||x(s)— xn(s)\\ <1/« for all s, since ^2iE*n=S. Since the sets Ejn and Efn are

measurable, xn(s) is constant on each of a countable number of disjoint meas-

urable sets whose sum is S; xn(s) is therefore measurable, hence x(s), the uni-

form limit of {xn(s) ], is also measurable.

Corollary 1.11. If 3c is separable, measurability is equivalent to weak

measur ability.

Corollary 1.12. A function x(s) is measurable if and only if it can be

approximated uniformly, except possibly on a set of measure zero, by countably-

valued functions.

Corollary 1.13. If {x(s)\ is a sequence of measurable functions converg-

ing weakly a.e. to x(s), then x(s) is measurable.

For if g)„ is a separable sub-P-space containing almost all the values of

xn(s), let §) be the separable closed linear hull of a denumerable set dense in

23„f)„. If xn(s)-^x(s) weakly at the point s, then ([l], p. 134) some sequence

of linear combinations of the elements {xn(s)} converges strongly to x(s) and

x(s) is therefore in g). Since this statement holds for almost all s, and since

x(s) is obviously weakly measurable, the above theorem gives the desired

conclusion.

1.14. Suppose that 5 is euclidean, R0 is a fixed elementary figure in S,

and a is the Lebesgue measure function. If X(R) is defined to 3c from the ele-

mentary figures in P0, then X(R) is weakly differentiable at a point s in R0

if there exists an element x(s) in 3c such that for every / in 3c

f(x(s)) =   lim   f(~),

where 7 is an arbitrary cube containing s.
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Theorem 1.2. If X(R) is weakly difijerentiable a.e. in R0 to x(s), then x(s)

is measurable.

Let 70 be a cube containing P0, and for each m let II„ be a partition

of 70 into non-overlapping non-degenerate subcubes, with IIn+i a repartition

of n„ and lim,,.« (norm IIn) =0. If s in R0 is interior to a cube 7,„ in IIn, and

if P0 = Ijn, define

,        __    X(Ijn)   _
xn{s) — ;

«(//»)

otherwise set xn(s) =6. Each xn(s) is measurable, and by hypothesis x„(s) con-

verges weakly to x(s) for almost all s in P0; from Corollary 1.13 this implies

measurability for x(s).

2. Definition and properties of the integral. We make the following defi-

nition :

Definition 2.1. A function x(s) from S toU is (H) integrable over measura-

ble E if and only if there exists an xe in ï such that

f(xB) =   f f(x(s))da
J e

for every f in Ï, wherein the integral on the right is the Lebesgue* By definition

x(s)da = Xe.
J E

A function x(s) is integrable or (ï) integrable if and only if it is (ï) integrable

over Efor every measurable P.f

2.11. Immediate consequences of the definition are: (1) the integral is

single-valued; (2) it is a linear function of the integrand; (3) if 4>(s) is finite for

every 5 and is Lebesgue integrable, and if x(s) =x0, a constant, then <f>(s)x(s)

is defined and integrable and fE4>(s)x(s)da=x0-fE4>(s)da (in particular,

fEx0da = x0 -a(E)); (4) if x(s) is integrable and y(s)=x(s) a.e., then y (s) is

integrable and fEy(s)da= fEx(s)da for every measurable E; (5) if ï is the

space of reals, this definition coincides with the Lebesgue integral.

Theorem 2.2. If x(s) from S to X is integrable, and if y = U(x) is a linear

operation from ï to §), then y(s) = U(x(s)) is integrable and U(fEx(s)da)

= fEU(x(s))da.

* [2], p. 247; [17].

f This definition is analogous to that of I. Gelfand [15]. Gelfand, however, considers functions

defined from a linear interval to J£.
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If any g in g) is given, the identity g(y) =g(U(x)) =f(x) defines an element

/ of 3E. By hypothesis the function f(x(s)) =g(y(s)) is Lebesgue integrable

over any measurable E, and

/(  f x(s)da) =   f f(x(s))da =   f g(y(s))da
\Je / " E J E

or

S(U(Î X{$)da)) = f S(y(s))da.

This implies the conclusions of the theorem.

2.21. If (J) is an integral definition for functions x(s) from S to Ï that re-

duces to the Lebesgue when •£ is the space of reals, and if the (J) integral has

the above property of Theorem 2.2, it is clear, on letting £) be the real num-

bers, that every x(s) that is (J) integrable is also integrable and to the same

value. Thus the (ï) integral includes both that of Bochner ([9], p. 475) and

that of G. Birkhoff ([6], p. 371). From this second inclusion it follows that

an (ï) integral is not always of bounded variation. However (Theorems 2.4

and 2.5), it is completely additive and, in the sense of Saks, absolutely con-

tinuous as a function of measurable sets.

2.3. If ~^2nxn is a series of elements of •£, and if every subseries of X^x„

is convergent, then^nx„ is said to be unconditionally convergent ([12], p. 33);

a function X(E) from 2 to ï is completely additive ([6], p. 365) if and only

if for every sequence {£„} of disjoint measurable sets ^nX(En) is uncondi-

tionally convergent and 5Z„X(£n) =X(^2nEn). A series 22„a;„ is said to have

property (O) of Orlicz ( [11], p. 244, Theorem 2) if and only if every subseries

is weakly convergent to an element of Ï.

The next lemma and theorem were proved by Orlicz in [11 ] (Theorem 2)

for the case Ï weakly complete; the general theorem is credited by Banach

([l ], p. 240) to the same author without proof or reference. Since we know no

published proof to which to refer, and since the lemma is fundamental for

our purposes, we include the following demonstration.*

Lemma 2.31. If^nXn has property (O), then given e>0 there exists an Nf

such thatf in ï and \\f\\ =1 implies^2,^_Ne\f(xn)\ <e; hence ||xn||—>0.

Let §) be the separable closed linear hull of the x„'s. To prove the first

part it is sufficient to show that if {g,-} is a weakly convergent sequence of

functionals over §) converging weakly to go, then in the space P of absolutely

convergent series the norms of the elements X,= {gi(x„) —go(xn)} converge to

0. For if there exist an e0>0, a sequence {g,} in g), and integers {Ni} such

* This lemma has been generalized by Dunford, Uniformity in linear spaces, loc. cit.
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that 11 g,] I gl, and Ni-*x> and if

oo

(1) S I gi(xn)\ ^ «o > 0, for all i,
n-Ni

then since g) is separable and ||g,|| ^ 1, we may suppose ( [1 ], p. 123, Theorem

3) that {gi} is a weakly convergent sequence of functionals over §), and hence

that there is a g0 such that {gi} converges weakly to g0. But ^,xn has property

(0), and for ¿ = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , the functional gi is extensible from g) to 3E; thus

SfT-iI gi(x«)| < °°, and if ||Xi||¡i—>0, the inequality (1) is contradicted and the

first part of the lemma established.

To prove that ||Xi||—>0 it is necessary and sufficient that to show ([l],

pp. 138-139) ¿(X,)—>0 for every linear functional ¿(X) defined over I1 for which

the associated bounded sequence {dn} is composed only of O's, +l's, and

— 1 's. If ¿(X) is such a functional, then by property (0)

Zdnf(Xn)   =   Z/(X„)   -   £/(xn)
n dn=+l dn=— 1

= f(*+) - /(ar)

= /(*o)

for every/ in 3c. Then the sequence {52"-xdiXi} converges weakly to x0, so

that x0 must be the strong limit of certain linear combinations of the elements

{^2"=xdiXi} ; hence x0 is in £).

From A and the fact that x0 is in g) it follows that (2) must hold for any g

in g). This implies

oo

d(\i)   =   J^dn   [gi(Xn)   -  go(Xn) ]
71=1

= gi(xo) - go(xo)

for each ¿. But gi(x)^>g0(x) for every x in g) including x0; hence ¿(Xi)—► 0.

The fact that ||x„||—>0 follows immediately on applying B to the result

just established.

Theorem 2.32.  Unconditional convergence is equivalent to property (0).

Unconditional convergence implies property (O), since convergence to an

element implies weak convergence to that element.

If ^C"*« is not unconditionally convergent, there is a non-convergent sub-

series. By inserting parentheses this subseries can be so "grouped" that the

resulting series ^2mym has lim sup ||ym|| >0. If ^nXn has property (O), so does

every subseries and every finite grouping of a subseries; then by the lemma

||ym||—>0, and we have a contradiction.
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Theorem 2.4. If x(s) is integrable, then

X(E) =   f x(s)da
J E

is a completely additive function of measurable sets.

Let {En } be disjoint measurable sets. From the integrability of x(s) and

the complete additivity of the Lebesgue integral we have

f(X(E')) =   f f(x(s))da - £  f    f(x(s))da
" E' n    " En'

= E/(   f    x(s)d*) =   Z/(*(£„')),
n       \J E„' / n

where E'=Y_inEn' and/in 3c is arbitrary. If any sequence {En\ of disjoint

measurable sets is given, this must hold for every subsequence {7¿„' } ; hence

^2„X(En) has property (0) and is therefore unconditionally convergent by

Theorem 2.32.

Theorem 2.5.* If x(s) is integrable, then

X(E) =   J   x(s)da
J E

is absolutely continuous.

If not there exist an «>0 and sequences {P,}, {/,} such that a(E,)—>0,

||/,||=1, and

if l/r       M   il c
I    fi(x(s))da    =    /¡I    I    x(s)daj\ =      I     x(s)da     = e.

\Jeí \Je, / I      II7 Bi

Let 0(i)=l.u.b.i |/i(x(s))| g||x(j)||, and let Mn = S[n — 1^0(s) <«] for each

integer «>0. The sets {M„} are disjoint and measurable, ^2„M„ = S, and s

in il7„ implies |/i(x(s)) | <« for all ¿.

Since Ex=^nExMn and X(E) is completely additive,

/il M rx(s)da      =      52   I x(s)Ja
£l I I n-l J E,-Mn

there must then be an integer «i > «0 = 0 such that

ni     /■

£    I x(s)da
»—tlo + l " E,-Mn

>  —

2

* The method of proof here was suggested by E. J McShane.
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Suppose there exist sets Eiu • ■ • , Eik from {£,} and integers n0<nx

< <nk such that

"i p

2~1 x(s)da
n=n,_i+l J Bi.-Mn

e
> —

2

for/= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k. Since a(E¡)—>0 there is an ¿4+1 such that a(P,t+1) <t/2nk.

Then

/I      I  f Ix(s)da      =     I        /u+i(»(í))áa
*<*.. '       |,/b.*+, '

^ I ¿ f fik+i(*(s))d<* [ +      ¿    f /*+,(*(*))<*« I
'   «=l"/«,(;+1'Ain I »-nn-1 J*ik+1-Mn I

g Mi-a(£,-l+1) +       Z)     I h+i(x(s))da
I   »=»*+! J Eik+l-Mn I

00 /»

Z)     I fik+i(x(s))da
"=nt+i *,#lt+rM»

< —+
2

hence there clearly exists an nk+i>nk such that

«t+i

S s))dc >

Then, if one sets

"k+l

Gk+l =     ¿-I  Eik+,-Mn,
n=nk+l

it follows that

x(s)da     è fik+x(x(s))da
J ak+\ I J Gk+l

> —
2

This completes the induction; thus there exist sequences {nk},  {ik} of in-

tegers such that nk <nk+i, and if Gk+i is defined as above, for k =0, 1, 2, • • • ,

a;(s)da

J Gk + l

>

But  the  sets  Gk   are   disjoint   and   measurable,   so   that 2~2k-ifGkx(s)da

= f7.G¡x(s)da, whence ||/Cta:(s)¿a||—>0, a contradiction.

Corollary 2.51. If x(s) is integrable, then for any bounded set ÜJr = [/] of

elements of Ï the integrals fB\f(x(s))\ da are equi-absolutely continuous.
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If u/11 =£ 7T, we have \fj(x(s))da\ = \f(fEx(s)da)\ ^ ||/||-|L/>(5)da||
f^K■\\fEx(s)da\\ <e for a(E) less than a suitably chosen 8. Thus if Ef+

= E [f(x (s) ) = 0 ] and Ef = E- Ef+, we have

< 2ef | f(x(s)) \da = \f     f(x(s))da \ + \f J(x(s))da
J E \J Ef I J E)

for a(E) <8, since a(E) is non-negative and Ef+ + Ef = E.

3. Operations defined by integrable functions. In this section S will be

the closed interval [0, 1 ] and a(E) the Lebesgue measure function. According

to custom Lp, (l?ip< «j ), will denote the class of real-valued measurable

functions cp(s) defined over 5 and having |0(s)|p (L) integrable, and 7°° the

space of the real-valued essentially bounded and measurable functions defined

over S. It is well known that L" forms a P-space when ||0|| = (fo\(f>(s)\pds)llp

for \^p< =o and |¡0|| =ess. sup.s \<p(s)\ for p=<x>. There is no loss of gen-

erality in supposing that every element <j>(:) of 7P has no infinite functional

values.

Definition 3.1. If lfip''á °°, then %P'(X.) is, for a given 3c, the class of all

functions x(s) from S to 3c having f(x(:)) in L"' for every f in 3c;* if p' = °o, the

added condition

l.u.b. (ess.sup. |/(x(.v)) | ) < °°

must be satisfied by each x(:) in ?°°(3c) ; this l.u.b. is denoted by ((x))x. The class

?op'(3c) is defined to be the subclass of Sp'(3c) composed of integrable functions.

3.11. The class ?°°(3c) always includes the weakly measurable and essen-

tially bounded functions, and ((x))„^ess. sup.s ||x(s)||. A partial converse is

that if the separably valued function x(:) is in £°°(3c), then x(s) is not only

measurable (by Theorem 1.1) but also essentially bounded. Suppose x(s) is

in g), a separable subspace, for almost all s, and that x(:) is in 8°°(3c). Let {g(}

be weakly dense in the surface of the unit sphere of ?), and let A be the set of

valuesof ssuch that ||x(i)|| > ((x))«, and^l i the set such that | gi(x(s)) \ > ((x))x.

If A'=S—A, AÍ =S — Ai, then by the proof of Theorem 1.1 we have

4'=IT^4/ and hence A =524,-. Since a(4,-) =0, this implies that x(s) is es-

sentially bounded and that ess. sup.« ||x(s)|| = ((x))«,.

Thus if 3c is separable, ?°°(3c) is the class 5„(3c) ([9], p. 474) composed of

essentially bounded and measurable functions, that is, essentially bounded

Bochner integrable functions. Since ?°°(3c) d ?0°°(ï) 3 Sx(%), we have, for sepa-

rable 3c,

* This is due to Dunford (cf. [8]) and constitutes a direct generalization of the (X) integral.
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S«(39 = 8"(ï) = ?o°°(ï).

Theorem 3.2. If x(\) is in %"'(%), (list's; »), the operation

U(f) = /(*(:))

/rom Uto Lp' is linear, and

[September

|J7|| -l.u.b. ( f  \f(x(s))\p'ds)  " ,
11/11 = 1     Wo /

NI = ((*))„,
The additivity of U is trivial. In case p' = °o

||i7(/)|| = ess.sup.|/(*(*)) | g 11/11 ■((*)).

1 ^ p' < oo ,

p'   =    00  .

and U is linear. If p' < <x> and/„ —>/0 in "£, then/n(x(5)) —>fo(x(s)) for every

s, and by Fatou's lemma

lim inf   J    \fn(x(s)) \"'ds ^   I   |/0(x(s)) |"'<fs
n •/ o J 0

or lim inf„ ||c7(/n)|| ^||l7(/0)||, and U is again linear. The remainder of the

theorem follows from the fact that ||V|| =l.u.b.iivn_i || V(y)|| for an arbitrary

linear operation V(y).

Definition 3.21. 7m the linear space £P'(3E) the norm of x(:) is ((x))p>

=\\u\\.
3.22. In the linear normed subspace SVCï) a sequence {xn} is a Cauchy se-

quence if and only if l.u.b.e \\JE(xm — a;„)ds||—> 0.* For

II f
l.u.b.

E Je
\xm      xn)as

I c
= l.u.b.   l.u.b.     I   f(xm(s) — xn(s))ds

E ||/|| = i   \Je

^ 1. u. b.    I    | f(xm — xn) | ds
11/11 = 1      J 0

S ((xm — x„))i;

and, on the other hand, if l.u.b.e \\fE(xm — xn)ds\\ <e, then for ||/|| = 1

/| f(xm — xn) | ds = f(xm — x„)ds\ +        _f(xm — xn)ds

0 \J B/ \ J Ef

II f II    II c
—   I   (Xm ~ Xn^s ~H I _ (Xm ~ Xn^s

"Et \\Je,
< 2«.

See [6], p. 368, where this l.u.b. is used to norm the Birkhoff integrable functions.
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Thus in So1 (3E) these two definitions of norm are topologically equivalent;

they are not, however, identical.!

In passing we note the obvious facts that if x(:) is in Sp'(3c), then x(:) is

in 8*'(3c) for 1 ̂ q'^p', and that

lim  ((xm — xn))p' = 0

for every measurable E, the arrows meaning "implies that."

In the remainder of this section we shall consider pairs p, p' of "conjugate

exponents," that is, numbers p, p' connected by the relations 1/p + l/p' = 1

for 1 <p< oo (or 1 <p' < oo), p' = «J for p = \, and p' = 1 for p= », and shall

consider the operations from 7P to 3c defined by elements of S0p'(3c). Given Lp

we shall deal only with £p'(3c), where p and p' are conjugate, and given ?4(3c),

only with Lql, q and q' conjugate.

Theorem 3.3. If x( : ) is in ?p'(3c), then for a fixed <p(: ) in Lp the integral

(1) F,(f) =  f  f(x(s))<j>(s)ds
J 0

defines a linear functional F¿ over 3c,| and the operation

(2) F, = U*(<t>)

so defined from Lp to 3c ¿5 linear, with \\ U*\\ = ((x))p>.

For a fixed x(:) in 8P'(3Q, (1 á¿'á °°), the operation U(f) =/(x(:)) from

3; to 7P' is linear by Theorem 3.2. Then if g¿ is the linear functional over 7P'

generated by the element 0(:) of Lp, it follows that

(3) g*(U(j)) =   [   f(x(s))<t>(s)ds = F*(f)

defines a linear functional P*(/) over 3c, that is, an element P* of 3c. If p' < œ,

so that g is a linear functional over 7P' only if it is so generated, the operation

F* = U*(4>)

f If we take n2 = 2 in example 4 of [6], then ((z)),^"1'2 while l.u.b.^H/g^Wdil! <2-1'2.

Î See [8].

lim ((xm — Xn)),,' = 0—> lim ((xm — xn))x = 0
m,i

01
I f

m   l.u.b.      I   (xm — xn)
,n E        11*'^

II C II
n    II    (Xm —   Xn)       =
n   \\ J B

lim
m,n   11 %/ E
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thus defined from Lp' =LP to Ï is by definition the operation U adjoint to U;

hence U* is linear and ||C/*||_=||(7|[=||Z7|| = (_(x))p-.

If p' = oo , then U is from 7°° to H, where L°° is not an Lp class ([13], p. 875;

[16]). But 7°° includes Ll in the sense that any </>(:) in L1 defines a linear func-

tional

0= fV
«/ n

*♦(«') =        4>'(s)4>(s)ds, 4>'mLx,
•J 0

over 7°°, where \\gj\ is /o|0(s)|ds, the norm of </>(:) as an element of Ll.

Thus U*(4>) maps this imbedded subspace onto ï, and by (2) and equation

(3) it is evident that U* coincides with U where U* is defined. Hence U* is

linear and || U*\\ g ((*))„. If || U*\\ < ((*))„, then there is an/ with ||/|| = 1 and

||t/*||<ess. sup.s |/(a;(í))|, that is, || U*\\ < \f(x(s))\ on a set of measure

greater than zero. Hence there is an/0 (either +/or —/) and a set S0 such that

||/o|| =1, a(S0)>0, and fa(x(s))>\\U*\\ ^0 on S0. Letting 0o = l/a(So) times

the characteristic function of S0, we have

\\U*\\ =||£/*||-W ^\\U*(4>o)\\ =||Fj ^\FM\

= I   f /o(*00)-ds     >   f || £/*||-¿j = || i/*|| ,
l^s» «(So)       I       / s0 a(So)

which is impossible. Thus ||i/*|| = ((*)). = ||t7|| =|| V\\.

Theorem 3.4. 7m order that x(:) be in ?0P'(£), it is necessary and sufficient

that x( :)</>(:) be integrable for every <j> in Lp. Ifx(:) is in /0p'(ï), then the opera-

tion

V(4>) =  f '•/ 0

(4) V(4>) =        x(s)4>(s)ds
J 0

from Lp to ï is linear, with || V|| = ((x))p-. Moreover, the operation V(f) adjoint

to V is from ï to Lpf and assigns to each f in ï the linear functional over Lp

generated by the element U(f) =f(x(:)) of Lp'.

Suppose that x(\) is in $V(30- If 4>(s) is a step-function, the integrability

of x(s)4>(s) follows from the linearity and set-additivity of the integral. If <A(0

in Lv is arbitrary, let {</>„} be step-functions converging to 4> in Lp. For any

measurable E and any m, n there exists, by B, an/m„ in ï such that ||/mn|| = 1

and

Jx(s)d>m(s) —  I   x(s)<l>n(s)    =   /.,     I   (4>m — <t>„)x(s)ds\\;
e Je \Je /I

on applying Holder's inequality, we obtain
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/X<j>mds  —    I    X<t>nds \\   è    \     | fmn((<t>m  ~   4>n)x) | ds

á IM*C))IU'1I#-- *Jk
è   ((*))p'||0m  -  0„||lp->O.

If X£ = lim„ fEx(s)(pn(s)ds, then for any/in ï it follows that

j(xE) = lim/(   I X(b„ds) = lim   I f(x(s))■ <f>n(s)d.<¡

=   f f(x(s))-4,(s)ds =   f f(x(s)-4>(s))ds,
Je " e

and x(s)-(p(s) is integrable.

If x(s) is integrable for every 0 in 7P, then f(x(s))cp(s) is summable for

every 0; hence/(x(:)) is in 7P', that is, x(:) is in Sp'(3c). The integrability of

x(s) results from letting 0 be the characteristic function of measurable E.

If x0 in 3c is fixed, the identity

(5) Fo(/)=/(xo), for all/in Ï

defines a linear functional P0 over 3c. If one sets

Fo= W(xo),

the operation W is linear and norm-preserving from ï to 3c and is 1-1 from 3c

to its contradomain, the subspace 3c' of 3c composed of all elements having a

representation of the form (5) ([l], p. 189, proof of Theorem 13). Since W

is 1-1 and norm-preserving, and since 3c is a P-space, 3;' is also a P-space and

x = W~](F)

from X' to 3c is linear and norm-preserving.

For 0 in 7P the integrability of x(s)<p(s) implies

PAD = J  f(x(s))4>(s)ds =f(f   x(s)<f>(s)ds\

and P0 is in 3c', with

W-l(F¿ =   f  x(s)<t>(s)ds
J 0

or

W-l(U*(4>)) = V(4>).

The operation V(<p) must then be linear, and, since W~l is norm-preserving,
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IMI =\\u*\\ = a*)),..
To complete the proof suppose / in X, and let /' be the linear functional

over Z* defined by/'(<£) =/"( F (</>)); that is, let f' = V(f) where F is adjoint
to V. Then

/'(</>) =/(/  x(s)4>(s)ds^ = J"'/(*(*) •*(*))*

holds for every <j> in L", where/(x(:)) is in L"'; thus/' is the linear functional

over Lp generated by the element f(x(:)) = U(f) of L"'.

Corollary 3.41. If x(s) is integrable and <j>{s) is a measurable and essen-

tially bounded real-valued function, then x(s)<j>(s) is integrable.

4. Convergence and approximation of integrable functions. We begin with

the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. If {x„(s)} is a sequence of integrable functions converging

weakly in measure to x(s), and if limn fßxn(s)da exists for every measurable E,

then x(s) is integrable and xE =lim„ fEx„(s)da =fEx(s)da.

Since f(xn(s))—>f(x(s)) in measure and since also/(xE) = lim.n f(fExn(s)da)

= limn fBf(xn(s))da, from real-function theory it follows that f(x(s)) is in-

tegrable and that

f(xs) = lim   I f(xn(s))da =   I  f(x(s))da
n      J e Je

for any / in H and any measurable E. Thus x(s) is integrable and fEx(s)da

= xE ~ lim„ fExn (s)da.

Theorem 4.2. If {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in So"^) and xn(s)—*x(s)

weakly in measure, then x(: ) is in 2o" (ï) and ((x — xn))P—> 0.

Since {xn} is a Cauchy sequence,

lim   l.u.b. (||/(*.(0) -/(*.(:))|U') = 0;
m,n—»    ||/|| = l

it follows for any/, on considering/« ==//[|/||, that the functions/(xn(:)) con-

verge as elements in Lp. Since f(xn(s))—*f(x(s)) in measure, the conclusion is

that/(x(:)) is in Lp, that is, x(:) is in %»(£). On the other hand, the hypotheses

here imply those of Theorem 4.1, so that x(:) is in S0p(ï).

Now by hypothesis, given an e <0 there exists an Nc such that if mî, m ̂  N„

then

l.u.b. (||/(*m(:))-/(*„(:))|U") <e;
ii/ii=i
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thus for any fixed m —Nt and for any/ with ||/|| =1 we obtain

||/(xm(:))-/(x(:))|U^e

on letting w—>oo and recalling that f(x„(:))—yf(x(:)) in Lp and that in 7P the

norm is a continuous function. This last inequality holds for any ||/|| =1 and

any m = Nt; then ((xm — x))p = e for m^Ne, or ((xm — x))p—»0.

Theorem 4.3. The function x(s) is integrable and measurable if and only if

there exist step-functions {yn(s)} such that {y„(s)} —>x(s) a.e. and ((yn — *))i—> 0.

That the existence of such a sequence implies x(s) measurable and in-

tegrable is evident from Theorem 4.2. In the proof of the converse two

lemmas will be used.

Lemma 4.31. The theorem is true for integrable countably-valued functions.

Let x(s) have the constant value x,- on £,, the sets {P,} being countable,

measurable, and disjoint, and let .S=52P¿- Since 52 Jb x(s)da converges un-

conditionally, there exists (Theorem 2.32 and Lemma 2.31)for each 1/2'an Nj

such that 11/11 ál implies

£  | /(Xi) | «(£<) = ¿ I /(  f   x(s)da) I < 1/2',
Nj+l Nj+1 \       \J E¡ /I

with NX<N2< •■■ .By defining yn(s) = xt- on E{ for i = Nn and yn(s) = 6 else-

where, one obtains {y„(s)}—>x(s) everywhere and

f I /(*(*) - y»(i)) \da =   ¿   f \ f(x(s)) | da < 1/2»

for Il/U^l; hence ((*-y„))i->0.

Lemma 4.32. If x(s) is measurable and integrable, it can be uniformly ap-

proximated, except possibly on a set of measure zero, by integrable countably-

valued functions .

In virtue of Corollary 1.12 there are countably-valued functions x„(s) such

that \\x(s) — x„(s)\\ < 1/« uniformly for s in So, where a(S0) =a(S). The meas-

urable function x —xn is then essentially bounded, therefore Bochner integra-

ble, and hence (3c) integrable, which implies integrability for x„ = x — (x — xn).

Returning to the proof of the theorem, we suppose x(s) integrable and

measurable and x„(s) a countably-valued integrable function within 1/« of

x(s) essentially uniformly (Lemma 4.32). Then for ||/|| ^ 1 we have

/| f(x — x„) | da —   I   || x — x„||da < a(S)- l/n,
s J s

so that ((at —x„))i<o:(5)-l/».
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If m is fixed, the integrable c.v. function xn(s) is a.e. the limit of a se-

quence of step-functions, which therefore converge almost uniformly ([5],

p. 442) to x„(s). Hence there exists a step-function yn(s) such that

||a;„(s) — yn(s)\\ < 1/m except on a set of measure at most 1/2", while (from the

second conclusion of the first lemma)

((xn — yn))i < a(S)-l/n.

Collecting inequalities, we have \\x(s) —yn(s)\\ <2/n except on a set of meas-

ure at most 1/2", and ((x — yn))i<a(S)-2/n. It follows that yn(s)—>x(s) almost

uniformly, and therefore a.e., and that ((x— yn))i—► 0.

Corollary 4.33. If ï ¿s separable, then $V(ï) is separable.

5. The (Ï) integral as related to others. In addition to the Bochner (Bn),

Birkhoff (Bk), and Gelfand extensions of the Lebesgue integral, and Dun-

ford's first integral ([5]; this is equivalent to Bochner's, cf. [9], p. 475), two

other definitions, also due to Dunford, have been given ([7], [8]). The last

two integrals will be here denoted as the (Dl) integral and the (D2) integral,

respectively. The first, a direct generalization of the Bochner integral, is de-

fined as follows: x(s) is (DI) integrable if and only if there exist step-functions

xn(s) such that xn(s)—>x(s) a.e. and lim„ fBxn(s)da exists for every measurable

E. This limit is (Dl) fEx(s)da. The second, as we have noted earlier, is a gen-

eralization of the (3E) integral; it requires merely that x(:) be in 8x(ï) and de-

fines (D2) fEx(s)da, to be the element FE of ï given by FE(f) =fEf(x(s))da.

In paragraph 2.21 we noted that the (X) integral includes both the (Bn)

and the (Bk). The connection between the (Dl) and (D2) integrals and the

(•£) integral will now be considered.

Theorem 5.1. A function x(s) is measurable and integrable if and only if

x(s) is (DI) integrable. The integral of x(s) has the same value for the two defini-

tions.

This theorem is seen to follow immediately from Theorem 4.3 and

Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 5.11. For measurable functions the (ï), (Bk), and (Dl) inte-

grals are equivalent.

In view of the theorem and the fact that (Bk) integrability implies (3E)

integrability to the same value, it is sufficient to show that a measurable

integrable x(s) is (Bk) integrable; that is, ([6], Theorem 13), given e>0 there

exist disjoint measurable sets {£,-},¿=0,1, •••,»,•■ • ,suchthatXi=o^<="^>

the series 2^í"Lo°¡(Eí)x(sí) is unconditionally convergent for any choice of s,- in
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Ei, and s<, s{ in E{ implies \\^2¡°a(Ei)x(si)— 52i°a(P>):r(5i')|| <e- From Theo-

rem 4.32 there exist a c.v. integrable y {s) and a set E0 such that a(E0) =0

(1) 11*0*) — y(s)\\  < e/4a(S), for 5 in S0 = S — £0,

and

(2) /x(s)da —   I    y (s)da < e/4.

Let {Pi}, (¿= 1, 2, • • • ), be disjoint measurable sets with 52i°°Pi — So and

y(í)=3'» on A- Then fs„y(s)da=^2xa(Ex)yi is unconditionally convergent;

hence, since (1) implies that for arbitrary s i in £,-, (¿ = 0, 1, ■ • • )> the in-

equality 52rl!a(Pi')0t(íí)—y¿)|| <«/4 holds, the series

oo oo oo oo

52 a(El)x(si) = £ a(Ei)x(si) = ¿ «(£.)(*(*,-) - y<) + £ «(£,)?<
o i i i

is unconditionally convergent, being the sum of two such series. Moreover,

W^2ôa(Ei)x(si) —^2"a(Ei)yi\\ <e/4, and this fact combined with (2) gives

\\52oa(E¡)x(si)— fs x(s)da\\ <e/2, which completes the proof.

A consequence of Corollary 5.11 is the failure of the Fubini theorem to

hold for the (Dl), (3c), and (D2) integrals, since ([6], example 6) the theorem

fails for the (Bk) integral when 3c is the separable space L2.

Theorem 5.2. The integrals of two measurable and integrable functions x(s),

y(s) coincide over every measurable set if and only if x(s) =y(s) a.e.

If the integrals of measurable x(s) and y(s) coincide everywhere, then

z(s) =x(s)—y(s) is separably-valued and has its integral vanishing identically.

Let S0 be a subset in S such that a(S — S0) =0 and z(Sa) eg), where g) is a

separable subspace of 3c. Letting {g,} be a sequence weakly dense in the sur-

face of the unit sphere of §), we find as in paragraph 3.11 that A =52^ „ where

4=5o[||z(j)||>0] and ^i = S0[|gi(z(s))| >0]. Since fEz(s)da = 6 for all £,

it results that/Eg,(z(s))¿a=0 in £ for each i, and therefore that |g.(z(s))| =0

a.e. in S0. Thus a(A¡) =0 which implies a(A) =0, so that z(s) =d a.e. in S0

and hence a.e. in S*

The remaining part of the theorem follows from (4) of paragraph 2.11.

Theorem 5.3. If measurable x(s) is in S1^), then x(s) is integrable if and

only if Fe = (D2)fEx(s)da is absolutely continuous.

* Theorem 5.2 can be regarded, in the light of 5.11, as a corollary of Theorem 24 of [ó]. In the

proofs of Corollary 5.11 and Theorem 5.2 we have essentially repeated Birkhoff's arguments for

Theorems 22 and 24 of [6].
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If x(s) is in So1 (ï), then

F*(f) = J f(x(s))da = f(J x(s)da\

for all/; therefore \\FE\\ = \\fEx(s)da\\ where the first norm is taken over ï and

the second over ï. The absolute continuity of FE now follows from Theo-

rem 2.5.

Suppose x(s) measurable and in 81(ï). Let g) be a separable subspace con-

taining almost all of the values x(s); then x(:) is in S '(g)), since any linear

functional over g) is extensible to H. To show that x(:) is in So1 (g)), and there-

fore that x(:) is in So1 (ï), it is sufficient, g) being separable, to prove that for

any measurable E the linear functional FE(g) over g) is weakly continuous

([l],p.l31).Ifg„(y)-.g0(y)foreveryying),then||gn||^is:,(M = 0,l,2, • • • );

and if Fe is a.e, then

/•J E

gn(x(s))da = \FE(gn)\ S\\gn\\-\\M\ ^Ke

for a(E) <5. The integrals fEgn(x(s))da are thus equi-absolutely continuous;

since gn(x(s))~^go(x(s)) for almost all s, it follows that

Fs(gn) =   I   gn(x(s))da —>■ I   g0(a:(í))¿« = ^(go)
Je Je

for every £. Thus for any fixed E the functional Fs(g) over g) is weakly con-

tinuous, so that a yE in g) exists such that g(y«) =FE(g) for all g in g). Since

any linear functional over ï defines one over g), and since yE is in g), it follows

that T'bÍ/) =/(y.e) for all/ in ï, and x(s) is integrable.

Corollary 5.31. If measurable x(s) is in 8p(ï), (p>í), then x(:) is in

?op C£). If X is weakly complete, this is also true for p = 1.

Suppose p > 1. If

**(/)-  ff(x(s))da=   f  f(x(s))Ms)ds,
" E J 0

where </>#(s) is the characteristic function of £, then

|M/0| ^ ||/«:))|UHI<M0|UP' ik ((*))„• |«(£)|1"' < «

if u/11 gl and a(£)<e"7[((x))i>]"'. Thus \\FE\\ è* when «(£) is sufficiently
small; hence x(:) is integrable by the theorem.

Suppose ï weakly complete and p = i. From Corollary 1.12 and Theorem

4.2 it clearly suffices to consider c.v. functions. For such an x(s)
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°°  >   f I /(*(*)) I da = 52 | f(Xi) |   a(Ei-E),
Je

so that 'YJxia(Ei- E) is a weakly convergent series in the weakly complete

space 3c. Then there exists an xE such that

/(**) = 52/(*<)'«(£<•£) =   f f(x(s))da,
Je

and x(s) is integrable.

Corollary 5.32. If l^p^oo and l^q<oc, then 2P(7') = 2op{L")

and 2p(l") = 2^(l").

6. Concerning completely continuous operations. We prove the following

lemma :

Lemma 6.11. If x(s) is a step-function from [0, l] to 3c, the operations

U(f) = /(*(:))

F(0) =   I    x(s)0(í)¿í
J 0

/row 3c /o 7P' and from Lp to 3c are c.c. (completely continuous).

If U is c.c, so are V and (Theorem 3.3) £/*; since V(<p) = W~1(U*(<i>)),

where PF_1 is linear, this implies the same property for V. Suppose x(s) = xt

on £,, (52i^<= [0, 1]); then U(f) is the function having the constant value

f(xi) on £i. If ||/„||^£, so that |/n(*<)| á^-||*<||, then clearly there exists

a subsequence {fñ } such that the functions {/„' (x(s))} converge uniformly

over [0, 1 ] and hence {/„' (x(:))} is a convergent sequence in 7P' for any p'.

Lemma 6.12. If T(<p) is linear from Lp, (p <<*>), to a subspace W. of finite

dimension in 3c, then there exists anx(:) in So"'(3c) defining T(<p), that is,

T(<j>) =  I    x(s)<f>(s)ds
J o

for all 0 ¿« 7P; and x(:) is the limit in £op'(3c) of step-function elements.

Let Xi,fi, (¿ = 1, 2, • • • , «), be a complete biorthogonal system in 9J?, so

that

n

T(4>) = £*<(*)■*.-.
i

where gi(<t>)=fi(T(<p)). The functional fi being extensible from 90? to 3c, the
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last equation implies that gi(<t>) is a linear functional over Lp; since p<*>,

there is an element (pi in Lp' generating g,(0). Set

n

(1) x(s) = 2Z,4>i(s)-Xi-
i

Obviously x(:) is in 20p'(£); and

/» 1 n /» 1
x(s)<l>(s)ds =2~lxi'   I    <i>i(s)<j>(s)ds

o i J 0

= 2Zxigi(<t>) = T(4>).

The remainder of the lemma results from approximating, in Lp', each <£,-

in (1) by a real-valued step-function.

Theorem 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a linear operation

V(<¡>) from Lp, (1 </>< <*>), to ï be c.c. is that it be the strong limit of a sequence

of operations defined by step-functions.

If V(<t>) from Lp to X is c.c. and i<p< «, then ([14], p. 197) V is the

limit of operations {Tn} where each Tn maps Lp into a finite-dimensional

subspace of ï. By Lemma 6.12 there exists a step-function x„(:) whose corre-

sponding operation Vn is in norm within 1/m of T„, so that || V — Vn\\—>0.

The converse results from Lemma 6.11 and the fact that the limit under

the norm of a sequence of c.c. operations is again c.c.

Theorem 6.2. Ifx(s) is measuralbe and integrable, then U(f) =f(x(:)) from

36 to L1 and V(<f>) = f0x(s)<f>(s)ds from L* to ï are c.c.

This follows from Theorem 4.3, and Lemma 6.11, and the fact that for

x(l) in 8o1 (ï)

IM = IMI = ((*))»•
7. Representation of integrals by real-valued kernels. We make the fol-

lowing definition :

Definition 7.1. Lp,q, (l^p'^ °o, \^q¿ »), is the class of real-valued

functions F(s, t) defined on the unit square and having th,e following properties:

(a) F(s, t) is measurable in (s, t).

(b) For each s the function F(s, : ) is in L".

(c) The iterated integral

(1) /   {/   F(s,t)$(t)dt\<l>(s)ds

exists for every yp in L"' and <f> in Lp. For p' = <x> the restriction
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KF = Lu.b. (ess. sup.     |   F(s, t)p(t)dt\) < °o
u\\ L«'=i\      s       \J0 1/

is imposed.

Lemma 7.21. If x(s) from [0, 1 ] to Lq, (1 ^q% oo), is weakly measurable,

then there exists a function F(s, t) from the unit square to the reals that is measur-

able in (s, t) and such that x(s) =F(s, :) as elements in L" for each s in [0, l].

Any two such "measurable representations" of x(s) differ on at most a set of

plane measure zero.

For q < oo this is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.11 and a theo-

rem of Dunford ([9], Theorem 3.1). The case q = <x> results from the preced-

ing, since x(s), if weakly measurable to 7°°, is also weakly measurable when

considered as defined to L1.

Theorem 7.2. If x(:) is in %P'(L"), then any measurable representation

F(s, t) ofx(s) is in Lplq. If q< oo and F(s, t) is in Lp,q, then the abstract function

x(s)=F(s, :) is in 2»'(Lq) = %0p'(Lq).

Since any 0 in 7"' defines a functional/^; over Lq, x(:) in %p'(Lq) implies

that

fy(x(s)) =  f F(s, t)P(t)dt
J o

is in 7P' and hence that (c) of Definition 7.1 is satisfied; since F(s, t) is a

measurable representation of x(s), the remaining two conditions are also

fulfilled.

Conversely, if F(s, t) is in Lp,q, then x(s)=F(s, :) is defined from [0, l]

to Lq; and if q< oo, so that every linear functional/(0) over 7« is generated

by an element 0 of Lq', it follows that/(x(s)) =f0F(s, t)\f/(t)dt is in 7P'; for if

the iterated integral in (c) of Definition 7.1 exists for all 0 in 7P, then the

right-hand side of the above equation is in 7P' ([l], p. 85). Thus x(:) is in

2p'(Lq) = 20p'(Lq).

Theorem 7.3. If F(s, t) is a measurable representation of an element x(:)

of %0p'(Lq), then a necessary and sufficient condition that V(<p)=f0x(s)<p(s)ds

from Lp to Lq be expressible as

(2) V(<t>) =  f F(s, t)<j>(s)ds
J o

is that 0 ¿« 7P and \p in Lq' imply that

(3) J* p(t) | j F(s, t)Hs)ds\dt = J 0(j) | J F(s, t)ï(t)dt\ ds.
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From Theorem 7.2, F(s, t) is in Lp,q, so that the right-hand integral in

(3) exists. The elements ^ of L"' define linear functionalsfy over L"; hence if

(2) is true, then

f-Jf F(s, t)<t>(s)ds\ = f*(f  x(s)4>(s)dsy

or

j m{j F(s, t)4>(s)ds}dt = f 4>(s)-MF(s, :))ds

= J *(*)•{/ F(s,t)p(t)dt\ds.

On the other hand suppose that x(:) is in 20P'(LQ), so that x(:) defines

the operation V(4>) = fax(s)<j>(s)ds and suppose that x(s) has a measurable

representation F(s, t) satisfying (3). By Theorem 3.4 the operation V adjoint

to V assigns to each/ in L" the linear functional over Lp generated by the

element <ß=f(x(:)) of Lp'.

Let 4> be any element of Lp, and let g be the set of functionalsfy over Lq

generated by elements \p of L"'. Then for all/^ = V(fc) with/¿ in g

M<t>) =  f t(s)<i>(s)ds =  j   fï(x(s))<t>(s)ds
Jo Jo

= J  ^{j F(s,t)xl(t)dt\ds,

or, if (3) is applied,

M<t>) = J Hf)i j F(s, t)4>(s)ds}dt,

where f0F(s, t)<f>(s)ds must be an element of L". Then for a fixed <f> in Lp,

f*(4>) =f+(f F(s, t)4>(s)ds\

whenever fy is in % and /j = V(fy). But by definition of V the equation

/«(<£) =U(V(4>)) holds for all </> in L"; hence, for any fixed <p,

MV(4>)) =f+(f F(s, t)<fi(s)ds\

ion all/j in g. This implies (2), since the set g is a total set of functionals

over 7 s.
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Corollary 7.31. If x(:) in £0P'(74) has a measurable representation

F(s, t) such that f04>(s){f0\F(s, t)\\p(t)dt}ds exists for every <p in Lp and 0

¿« L"', then

/x{s)<t>(s)ds =   I   F(s, t)<j>(s)ds
o J 0

for all 0 ¿m 7P.

This follows from Theorem 7.3 and a well known theorem of Tonelli

([2], p. 75).

Corollary 7.32. If F(s, t) is in U"1, (g < °°)> then

and

ess. sup. (   J    | F(s, t) \qdt)     = KF < oo ,

F(0) =   f F(s, t)oó(s)ds
J o

is defined and linear from Ll to Lq.

By Theorem 7.2, x(s) =F(s, :) is in ?"(7«) = 2?(Lq) = S«,q; hence (Defini-

tion 3.1)

oo  > KF = ess. sup. ||x(s)|| = ess. sup. (   I    | F(s, t) \qdt)
s s        \J0 '

lit

Clearly x(:) satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 7.31; hence the operation

V((j>) = f0x(s)<p(s)ds can be written as V(<p)=f0F(s, t)cp(s)ds.

Theorem 7.4. If q< oo, ¿/ F(s, t), defined and measurable from the unit

square to the reals, has F(s, :) in L"for almost all s, and if

Uffl =   f F(,, t)t(t)dt
J 0

is defined from L"' to L1, then U is linear and c.c.

If in addition V(<p) =foF(s, t)cp(s)ds* is defined from L°° to Lq and

fçV(<p)-\r>dt=foU(ip)<}>ds for every pair 0 ¿w Lql', 0 ¿ra 7°°, then 7(0) is also

linear and c.c.

This results from Definition 7.1, Theorem 7.2, Corollary 5.32, Theorem

7.3, and Theorem 6.2.

8. Concerning differentiation. In this section S is taken to be euclidean,

and a(E) is the Lebesgue measure function.

* See [9], Theorem 6.1, where for a more restricted type of F(s, t) this operation is shown to be

defined and c.c. from V to L<¡, (Kpíí oo, lgç< oo).
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The relation between the Bochner integral and differentiation is that an

additive a.c. BV function of figures is a.e. strongly differentiable if and only

if it is a Bochner integral; and the derivative, when it exists a.e., is (Bn)

integrable to the original function ([18], p. 410, footnote). However ([6],

example 1), an (X) integral may be nowhere weakly differentiable (paragraph

1.14) ; there is therefore no hope for a theorem similar to the above and dealing

with the (X) integral and either strong or weak derivatives. But if another

and more general definition of "derivative" is employed, the corresponding

theorem can be stated.

A function X(R) defined to X from the figures in a rectangle R0 of eu-

clidean w-space will be said to be pseudo-differentiable or to have a pseudo-

derivative if there exists an x(s) from R0 to X such that for every/ in X the

figure function f(X(R)) is differentiable a.e. to the value/(x(.s)). The function

x(s) is a pseudo-derivative of X(R).

A necessary and sufficient condition that an additive a.c. function X(E) of

measurable sets in R0 be pseudo-differentiable is that the function X(E) be an

(X) integral.

The sufficiency is obvious; an (X) integral has the integrand as a pseudo-

derivative.

If X(E) has a pseudo-derivative x(s), then if X(E) is additive and a.c,

so is f(X(E)) ; hence

f(X(E)) =  f (Tf(X(E)))ds =   f f(x(s))ds,
JE\ds / JE

so that x(s) is integrable to the value X(E).

If X is weakly complete, the preceding theorem is true for additive a.c.

functions of figures. For if X(R) has x(s) for a pseudo-derivative, we have

f(X(R))=fRf(x(s))ds; if Q is any open set, then Q=2~2,In, where the {7n} are

disjoint intervals, and thus

22 I /(*(/.)) I = £ I   f f(x(s))ds I g   f I f(x(s)) I ds < CO .
I J In \        J Q

Since X is weakly complete, it follows that 52-X"(7„) has property (O) and there-

fore that^X(7„) is convergent. Designating this sum by X(Q) we have

f(X(Q)) = E/(*(/,)) =   f f(x(s))ds.
•J Q

Finally, if E is an arbitrary measurable set, and if {Qn} are open sets con-

taining E with a(Qn)-+a(E), then
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f(X(Qn)) =   f  f(x(s))ds-+ f f(x(s))ds;
J q„ Je

and, again using the weak completeness of 3c, we find that {X(Q„)} converges

weakly to an element X(E), a.ndf(X(E)) =fEf(x(s))ds. Hence x(s) is (3c) in-

tegrable to the set-function X(E).

The pseudo-derivative suggests a corresponding "descriptive" definition

of an integral: a function x(s) is "integrable" if and only if there exists an

additive a.e. function X(E) of measurable sets which has x(s) for a pseudo-

derivative; the integral of x(s) over £ is X(E). From the above theorem this

descriptive integral is the (3c) integral.

If X(E) has a.e. a weak derivative x(s), then x(s) is a pseudo-derivative;

hence if X(E) is additive a.e. and weakly differentiable a.e., this weak deriva-

tive is (3c) integrable to the value X(E); moreover, by Theorem 1.2 the

derivative is measurable, so that X(E) is the (3c) integral of a measurable

integrable function, its weak derivative. We have been unable to resolve the

converse question: does a measurable integrable function have its integral

weakly differentiable a.e.? If so, then by Theorem 5.2 this weak derivative

coincides a.e. with the original function.

In conclusion we recall that if 3c is separable and x(s) is essentially

bounded and weakly measurable, then x(s) is (Bn) integrable, and fEx(s)ds

= (Bn)fEx(s)ds is therefore strongly differentiable a.e. to x(s). In particular

if 3c is separable and x(s) is (Bk) integrable and essentially bounded, then

(Bk)fEx(s)ds=fEx(s)ds is strongly differentiable a.e. to x(s). This gives an

affirmative answer to a question raised in [6] (p. 378).

9. Examples. We give the following examples:

9.1. Let 3c be the space of real functions <p(t) bounded on [0, l], with

H0II = l.u.b.t 10(01 • Let £ be a non-measurable set inS= [0, l]; define x(s) =0

for s in S—E, and set x(s) equal to the characteristic function of the point s

for s in £. Then x(s) is Graves integrable (see [3]) over every measurable set

£ to the value 6; hence x(s) is (Bk) integrable and integrable to the same

value. The function x(s) is weakly measurable and integrable, yet ||íc(s)|| is

not measurable. And the set function X(E) =fBx(s)ds^d is weakly differ-

entiable everywhere to the value 8 and thus has two pseudo-derivatives, x(s)

and the function identically 8, that differ on a set of positive measure.

9.2. Let S = [0, 1 ], let a(£) = mE, where m is the Lebesgue measure func-

tion, and let 3c =c, the separable space of convergent sequences of reals. On

7„ = (1/2n, 1/2n_1] define x(s) = 2"x„, where x„ is the «th unit vector in c.

The function x(s) is in %l(c), that is, x(s) is (D2) integrable, and if

£„ = £-7„, then
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(D2)  Í x(s)ds = FE = {21mEh • • • , 2"mEn, ■ ■ ■ } ,
Je

an element of c = lx, where l°° is the space of bounded sequences. Here FE is

not a.c, so that, from Theorem 5.3, x(:) is not in 2o1 (c);* hence in Corollary

5.31 the hypothesis of weak completeness cannot be omitted. Nor is the set

function FE ca., since the series 5Zn7j„ in c is not even weakly convergent

to an element; to prove this it is sufficient to consider the linear functional

over lx = c defined by Hildebrandt's generalized Stieltjes integral ([13], p.

870) using Banach's measure function ([l], p. 231).

Iiy(s)=x(s) on (0,1], if y(s) - -x(-s) forain [-1,0), and if y(0) =0,

then y(s) is integrable over [ —1, 1] in the sense of Definition 2.1, yet y(s)

is not (X) integrable ; this is in contrast to the (Bk) definition, since (Bk) in-

tegrability over S implies (Bk) integrability over every measurable subset of

S ([6], Theorem 14).

9.3 Let {xn} be a complete orthonormal sequence in L2, and define

x(s)=2"x„on/„ = (l/2", l/2" + l/22"] and x(s) =8 elsewhere in [0, l]. Then

x(s) is (Bn) integrable, and x(:) is in 202(L2), while/J|x(í)||2áí= «j.

This example shows that in Theorem 6.2 we cannot replace ?0X (X) by

?op'(X), (lúp' < °°). Forin ?02(72) there are no step-function elements within

1/2 of x(:), so that V(<p) =f0x(s)4>(s)ds from L2 to L2 is not c.c Suppose that

0 <e< 1/2 and that y (s) is a step-function taking the values yx, • • ■ ,yk.Iifn

is the linear functional over Z2 generated by x„, then £„°°_i|/n(yi)| 2< °° for

each ¿; hence there exists an N such that

|/jv(y<)| < «. i= \,- ■ ■ ,k.

If s is in JN, then

I Ín(x(s) - y(s)) | = | fN(2»xN - yi) |

= 2».|l-l/„(yi)|>2»(l-J-);

whence

((x-y))i^(f |M*-y)|*di)

> \2*w       V   ~ 2N) )

> 1 - — > e.
2N

* This example is similar to one due to Birkhoff, cited indirectly on page 378 of [6].
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Thus although every element of the class S„<, ([9], p. 474), composed of

functions x(s) measurable to L" and having ||x(s)||p' summable, has its V(<p)

c.c, this is no longer true if Sp>q is replaced by ^.^'(Lq).

9.4. Let {x,,} be a complete orthonormal sequence in L2 arranged in a

doubly infinite array, and consider yi(s)=xa on £i,-= \j — \/2i,j/2i),

(; = 1, 2, • • • , 20, y<(O)=yi(l)=0. Let *,(í)-52?-iy<(í). Since y,(:) is in
So2(P2) and ((yi))2^ 1/2''2, we have

n

((*. - xm))2 ú  £  l/2i/2 -♦ 0
i*=m-{-l

as m, «—>oo, so that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in 2<^(L2), (l^p^.2). If

there were an x(:) in 20p(72) such that ((xn — x))p—»0, then (paragraph 3.22)

it follows that ((x„ — x))i—>0 and l.u.b.B ||/Bxn—/g^ll-*0 Wlin l/w- But as

Birkhoff has observed (this example is example 5 of [6]), there exists no x(s)

satisfying this last condition. Hence the space Sp(72) =2<?(L2) is not com-

plete for l^p = 2.

If Vn is the operation from L"' to P2, (2^p'¿ oo), defined by the step-

function x„, then Vn is c.c, and F = lim F„ is therefore also c.c. But V is gen-

erated by no function integrable either (Bn), (Bk), (3c), (Dl), or (D2), since

the last four integrals have equivalent definitions when 3c = P2 and each of

these definitions is more general than that of Bochner.

This example also shows that for step-functions, ((x))„ is not topologically

equivalent to (fl\\x(s)\\pds)llp. Moreover, if X(E) =lim.nfExn(s)ds, then X(E)

is the limit of Xn(E) =fEx„(s)ds uniformly with respect to £, and hence is a

ca. and a.e function from measurable sets to P2; yet X(E) has a weak deriva-

tive on at most a set of measure zero, and from a remark in §8, has no pseudo-

derivative. Finally, none of the integral definitions that have been considered

here serve to define the general linear or general completely continuous opera-

tion from 72 to 72.

Conclusion. The following questions are among those we have failed to

answer.

Is the integral of a measurable integrable function weakly differentiable

a.e.?

Can the hypothesis of measurability be dropped in Theorem 5.3? In Theo-

rem 6.2?

Is the (3c) integral equivalent to that of Birkhoff?

Are step-functions dense in So1 (3c) for non-separable 3c? If so, then every

integrable function defines c.c. operations from 3c to P1 and from P°° to 3c.

If the (3c) integral is equivalent to the (Bk) integral, the answer to this

question is yes, by paragraph 3.22 above and Theorem 18 of [6].
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